THE NATIONAL
NUCLEAR LABORATORY

The United States’ lead laboratory for nuclear
energy research, development and demonstration

Idaho National Laboratory (INL) is a
science-based, applied engineering national
laboratory dedicated to supporting the
United States Department of Energy
mission—to ensure America’s security
and prosperity by addressing its energy,
environmental and nuclear challenges
through transformative science and
technology solutions.

INL’s mission is to ensure the nation’s
energy security with safe, competitive and
sustainable energy systems and unique
national and homeland security capabilities.
The health and safety of every employee,
both on and off the job, is critical to our
mission. We demonstrate world-leading
safety behavior, safety performance and
environmental stewardship.

Visit http://www.inl.gov/ to learn more about
INL, our missions and our people.

Bench-scale tritium research for fusion energy
is conducted at the Safety and Tritium
Applied Research facility.

Idaho National Laboratory,
the United States’ National
Nuclear Laboratory
Leveraging our distinctive capabilities and
facilities with a collaborative, science-based
approach that optimizes national-priority nuclear
energy research, development and demonstration
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INL — United States Department of
Energy’s National Nuclear Laboratory
The story of Idaho National Laboratory
(INL) began more than sixty years ago,
a time when pioneering researchers
began designing, constructing and
testing nuclear power systems on a scale
unmatched anywhere in the world .
The work conducted in the decades
that followed has influenced many
facets of contemporary life—one-fifth
of the electricity in the United States is
generated by safe, reliable and affordable
nuclear power systems, our national
security is stronger, our medical care
is improved and our knowledge of the
Solar System has expanded .
A User-Facility Model that
Empowers the Nuclear Energy
Research Community
As the United States’ national nuclear
laboratory, INL is embracing a new
model of leadership in nuclear energy

for the United States Department
of Energy . The lab’s user-facility
model allows INL to provide leading
scientists and engineers with the
world-class capabilities, unique facilities
and synergistic environment they
need to conduct transformational
nuclear research, development and
demonstration .
World-Class Capabilities Support
a Science-Based Approach
INL’s world-class capabilities and
vertically integrated infrastructure
support a science-based approach—
experimentation, theory, modeling
and simulation, and first-of-a-kind
demonstration—that provides
technically achievable, economically
competitive and environmentally
sustainable options for the entire
nuclear enterprise .

Sodium-bonded used
nuclear fuel is handled
in shielded hot cells at
the Fuel Conditioning
Facility.
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As the United States’ lead laboratory for nuclear energy research, development and demonstration, INL is
embracing a user-facility model that enables the best and brightest from many of the world’s premier academic,
governmental and industrial institutions to use INL’s world-class assets to advance nuclear science.

INL’s User-Facility Model Based on
Creativity and Partnerships
INL fosters a culture of creativity in nuclear energy research, bringing together
the best and brightest from many of the world’s premier academic, governmental
and industrial institutions . Together, INL and its partners provide industry,
policymakers and the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission with the
impartial, technically validated information needed to make informed decisions .
INL uses three approaches:
` A science-based approach to build
a fundamental understanding of
nuclear processes
` A goal-oriented approach to
demonstrate options that will make a
difference to society, and

` A user-facility approach via the
Advanced Test Reactor National
Scientific User Facility to foster
innovation .

Leading Global
Initiatives and
Engaging in Global
Partnerships
Representatives from the Japan
Atomic Energy Agency tour the
Material and Fuels Complex with
INL leaders and researchers.
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INL’s user-facility model fosters a creative environment where the exchange of ideas helps turn evolutionary and
revolutionary ideas into realities.

Working in Partnership with Other Department of
Energy Laboratories, Universities and Industries
INL researcher Sam Bays talks about uranium utilization research with (from left):
Deputy Laboratory Director Dave Hill, Chief Nuclear Research Officer Phillip Finck,
United States Energy Secretary Steven Chu, Assistant Secretary Pete Lyons and
Laboratory Director John Grossenbacher.
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An interior view of the
canal in the Advanced
Test Reactor facility.

Our Nuclear Energy Research
4

A long history of providing achievable, competitive
and sustainable nuclear energy options

INL has both secure, expansive physical space, as seen in this view of the Materials and Fuels Complex, and
a long history of safely conducting nuclear energy research.

More than a Half-Century of Leadership and
Innovation in Nuclear Energy
For more than six decades, INL has
been a leader in nuclear energy research,
development and demonstration
(RD&D), providing the nuclear power
industry and the regulatory community
with technical knowledge for building
reactor systems and advancing safety .
Today, our scientists and engineers
continue to provide the information
that is needed while also conducting
research to transform and
fundamentally alter how we use nuclear
energy . With our world-class expertise
and that of our partners, INL is a leader
in helping to:
` Sustain the safety, reliability and
lifetimes of current reactors

` Improve new reactor designs so
reactor systems are more affordable,
safe, effective and efficient
` Manage the fuel cycle so it is more
effective and reduces waste and costs
` Protect our world by minimizing
the risks of nuclear proliferation and
terrorism
` Develop reliable nuclear power
systems, valuable isotopes and other
uses for nuclear energy .
At INL, we are making sure that our
nation’s investments in nuclear energy
will shape the future—not only the
future of nuclear energy technology, but
also the future well-being and energy
security of our nation .
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RD&D Highlights
Sustaining and extending the lifetime of our current
reactor fleet with technologies that improve safety,
efficiency and reliability
Today, one-fifth of the electricity in
the United States is generated by clean
nuclear power . Sustaining our current
reactor fleet is vital . With improved
technologies that enhance performance
and safety, our nuclear power industry
can safely extend reactor lifetimes as
the independent United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission provides the
oversight required to ensure our fleet
continues to be the safest in the world .
INL scientists and engineers are taking
the lead in developing and testing
better fuels, materials, instrumentation
and processes that will sustain our
current fleet and make it even more
efficient and longer-lived . INL’s
leadership in the Light Water Reactor
Sustainability program, a nationwide
effort conducted in partnership with
industry, is providing the technical
foundation for licensing, managing
and safely extending reactor lifetimes .
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Improvements have already increased
the available electricity and lowered
the cost per kilowatt, the equivalent of
adding five or six new nuclear reactors
to the electrical grid .
At INL, we are:
` Developing longer-lived, higherperformance fuels
` Identifying and developing more
durable, efficient and effective
materials
` Modernizing instrumentation,
information and controls
` Developing reactor codes to improve
safety and our understanding of risks
` Developing virtual reactor models to
enhance operating efficiencies and
extend lifetimes .
Improvements in safety, efficiency and reliability will
extend the lifetimes of the reactors in our current fleet.

Researchers use INL’s advanced testing capabilities to subject samples of materials to extreme temperatures
and pressures, and INL’s state-of-the-art instruments to build a comprehensive understanding of how those
materials change.

A researcher uses a three-dimensional
computer-assisted visualization
environment (CAVE) to better visualize
the Advanced Test Reactor. Sophisticated
modeling, simulation and visualization
technologies help our researchers
evaluate reactor system operations.

New high-performance,
high-burnup nuclear fuels
for light water reactors
will require cladding
and liner materials
with greater integrity
and safety at higher
temperatures.
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RD&D Highlights
Improving reactor systems so they are more affordable,
safe, efficient and effective
In a world with an ever-increasing
demand for power, the next generation
of improved reactor systems will be
transformational, providing cleaner,
safer, better-distributed and more
affordable power for our homes and
industries, while saving our natural
resources and better protecting the
world we live in .

At INL, we are:

INL scientists and engineers are leading
an international effort to develop
advanced reactors based on the best
ideas of the past 60 years . The goal is to
develop affordable reactor systems that
can efficiently and safely produce hightemperature process heat for industrial
and chemical processes and efficiently
produce electricity to power electric
vehicles . High temperature gas-cooled
reactors, for example, have significant
potential for reducing our dependence
on conventional fossil fuels, as do other
advanced reactors . Sodium-cooled fast
reactors can dramatically reduce the
challenge of managing nuclear waste .

` Developing highly efficient TRISO
fuels for next-generation reactors

` Leading national and international
efforts to develop secure, reliable
next-generation reactor systems
` Developing advanced highperformance materials and fuels
` Developing advanced separations
processes

` Uniquely providing transient testing
capabilities
` Qualifying graphite to make
conceptual designs a reality
` Developing record-setting hydrogen
production technologies
` Developing tools for assessing nextgeneration reactor systems .

INL researchers are setting
new endurance records
with their hydrogenproducing solid-oxide
electrolysis cell stack.
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The TRISO fuel developed for nextgeneration high temperature gas-cooled
reactors is three times as efficient as
the fuels used in our current light water
reactor fleet. When INL’s TRISO fuel was
demonstrated in 2009, it consumed
approximately 19% of its low-enriched
uranium—twice as much as the record
set by German scientists in the 1980s
and three times as much as currently
used fuels. Of the 300,000 fuel particles
tested, not one failed.

The Transient Reactor Experiment and Test Facility,
one of several pioneering reactors developed
in Idaho, is capable of studying the effects
of simulated reactor accidents on fuel and
components.

INL researchers are developing advanced separations processes that will help recover valuable
constituents from used fuel.
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RD&D Highlights
Managing the Fuel Cycle So It Is More Efficient,
Safe, Cost-Effective and Sustainable
The United States needs sustainable
and safe nuclear fuel cycles that use
our natural resources more efficiently
and leave less waste behind . With more
effective fuels and better recycling
processes, our current fleet and the next
generation of reactors can operate even
more effectively and efficiently while
better protecting our environment .
INL is leading the nation’s fuel cycle
research and development to find
solutions that will help improve the fuel
cycle . Using a science-based approach
and INL’s world-class capabilities, our
scientists and engineers are developing
new fuels with better performance
and improving waste separations and
recycling technologies .

At INL, we are:
` Using modeling and simulation
tools to build a basis for further
development
` Developing transmutation fuels to
help close the fuel cycle
` Developing higher burnup fuels to
improve fuel cycle efficiency
` Developing cladding for advanced
fuels
` Exploring recycling strategies for used
fuel
` Developing technologies to produce
stable, durable waste forms that
cannot be misused
` Improving temporary used fuel
storage .

Advanced modeling and simulation tools are used to analyze designs for new and improved nuclear fuels.
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INL is leading the
development of more
efficient, durable and
long-lasting fuels for our
current reactor fleet and for
the next generation of more
affordable and sustainable
reactor systems.

Nuclear fuel performance
is modeled in the
High-Performance
Computing Center and the
Visualization Laboratory.
Modeling and simulation
reduces the need for longterm experimentation.

INL researchers are
developing a ceramic
waste form that consists
primarily of salt. The
waste form is produced
from one of two waste
streams generated
by pyroprocessing, a
technology that recovers
uranium from used fuel.

An electrometallurgical
process for used fuel
separates useful uranium
from the cladding and
fission products created
during irradiation.
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RD&D Highlights
Protecting Our World by Minimizing Risks of
Nuclear Proliferation and Terrorism
The world relies on the security of the
entire nuclear energy system . Whether
from terrorism or accidents, nuclear
materials need to be monitored and
threats to plants need to be identified,
evaluated and planned for . The risks
of proliferation are heightened at the
beginning and end of the fuel cycle .
Weapons-grade uranium can be
obtained when fuel is enriched for use
and weapons-grade plutonium can be
obtained when used fuel is reprocessed .
INL scientists and engineers are focused
on better understanding and preventing
threats to reactor systems . In addition
to developing improved risk assessment
methodologies, we are also developing
more sensitive instruments to provide
a continuous real-time inventory of the
materials in fuel cycles and conducting

INL’s award-winning Compton Dry-Cask Imaging
System is used to verify the United States’ stored used
fuel inventory.
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large-scale demonstrations . Risks can be
reduced and monitoring can be more
effective when safeguards and physical
security are integrated directly into fuel
cycle and plant facilities . INL is also
providing support for the global effort
to convert research reactors to use fuels
with reduced proliferation risks .
At INL, we are:
` Improving process control
instrumentation and sampling
systems
` Improving current risk assessment
methodologies
` Supporting nuclear non-proliferation
goals
` Developing technologies to enhance
homeland security .

INL researchers are
developing a technology
that will reduce
proliferation risks by
accurately tracking
plutonium during the
separations process.

INL’s award winning
Photonuclear Inspection
and Threat Assessment
System can detect nuclear
materials smuggled in
cargo containers.

Rad-Release, an awardwinning chemical
extraction technology, can
dramatically reduce the
costs and risks associated
with decontamination
projects.

INL tested more than 400 specimens
to successfully develop low-enriched
uranium fuels for the Reduced
Enrichment for Research and Test
Reactors program.
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RD&D Highlights
Exploring Frontiers In Space and Medicine
Nuclear energy is primarily used as
a secure, reliable and clean source of
electrical power, but it has the potential
to do more .
At INL, our scientists and engineers are
advancing nuclear energy science and
developing new uses for nuclear energy .
For nearly a decade, INL scientists
and engineers have developed and
assembled radioisotope thermoelectric
generators (RTGs) for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and other applications . RTGs,
sometimes called space batteries, use
natural radioactive decay to provide

INL’s Advanced Test
Reactor is one of
two United States
Department of Energy
reactors that can provide
isotopes to national and
international customers.
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maintenance-free, safe and reliable
heat and electricity in harsh or remote
environments .
At INL, we are:
` Developing reliable nuclear power
systems to explore remote areas
` Producing valuable isotopes for
medicine, research and industry
` Developing new technologies to
explore new frontiers .

An INL-assembled RTG power source
was on board when the New Horizons
mission to Pluto launched in January
2006. INL also provided the multimission RTG that will power the Mars
Science Laboratory.

The nuclear-powered “hoppers” designed at INL’s
Center for Space Nuclear Research could be more
efficient than rovers. A few dozen could map the entire
Martian surface in just a few years.

The nuclear-powered “hoppers”
designed at INL’s Center for Space
Nuclear Research could be more
efficient than rovers. A few dozen could
map the entire Martian surface in just a
few years.
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INL’s Nuclear Energy
RD&D Capabilities
The broadest and deepest
assemblage in the United States

INL’s state-of-the-art
instruments and
vertically integrated
capabilities support
a science-based
approach to research,
development and
demonstration.

INL’s Nuclear Energy
RD&D Capabilities
The broadest and deepest
assemblage in the United States

INL’s new and modernized
facilities provide
researchers with the
virtual connectivity and
functionality necessary
for supporting the entire
nuclear enterprise.

Providing a One-Stop Research Environment with
World-Class Capabilities
INL’s vertically integrated capabilities and state-of-the-art instruments support
a science-based approach to developing evolutionary and revolutionary new
options for the entire nuclear energy enterprise . Though many of our research,
development and demonstration capabilities are broadly crosscutting, for example,
our advanced capabilities in analytical chemistry, they can be grouped into the
following general areas:
` Fuels and Materials Fabrication

` Reactor Safety Analysis

` Irradiation Testing

` Modeling and Simulation

` Pre- and Post-Irradiation
Examination

` Space and Security Power Systems .

` Separations and Waste Form
Development

A Science-Based Approach to Developing Evolutionary
and Revolutionary New Options
Our scientists and engineers begin by
developing a deep understanding—at
the atomic level—of how materials
perform when they are subjected to
irradiation and other physical and
thermal stresses . When data from
our examinations are analyzed and
used in conjunction with small-scale
experiments and advanced models

and simulations, our researchers can
identify the best options for further
development . Compared to more
traditional approaches, INL’s approach
reveals many more options for
achieving transformational performance
improvements and enables new
technologies to be developed more
quickly and cost-effectively .
19

World-Class Capabilities Enhanced by
Functionality and Connectivity
INL’s three primary research campuses
provide the world-class capabilities,
virtual connectivity and vertically
integrated functionality necessary for
revolutionary nuclear energy research,
development and demonstration .

INL has both secure, expansive physical
space and a long history of safely
conducting nuclear energy research .
With more than $100 million invested
in new capabilities over the past five
years, INL continues building toward
the world-leading infrastructure that
will be needed in future decades .

University Place
Willow Creek Building

Center for Advanced
Energy Studies
Research and
Education Laboratory

Engineering Research
Office Building

Energy Systems
Laboratory
Radiological and
Environmental Sciences
Laboratory

Research and Development
Support Facility
North

The Research and Education Campus is the front door to INL, supplying comprehensive computing, research,
and administrative, educational and technical support capabilities.
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Radiation
Measurement
Laboratory

Advanced Test Reactor
Test Train
Assembly Facility

Safety and
Tritium Applied
Research Facility

Radioanalytical
Chemistry Laboratory
Technical
Support Building
Operations Support
Advanced Test
Reactor Simulator
Training Facility

North

The Advanced Test Reactor Complex is the premier resource in our nation for irradiation testing, nuclear safety
research and nuclear isotope production.

Transient Reactor
Experiment and Test Facility

Fuel Conditioning
Facility

Fuels and Applied
Science Building
Hot Fuel
Examination Facility

Radiochemistry
Laboratory Expansion

Irradiated Materials
Characterization
Laboratory

Advanced Post-Irradiation
Examination Facility
Technical Support Building

Analytical
Laboratory

Etectron Microscopy
Laboratory

Laboratory and
Office Building
Modular Office
Building
Fuel Manufacturing
Facility

Security and Space Power
Systems Facility

North

The Materials and Fuels Complex is the center—for United States Department of Energy and our nation—for
advanced nuclear fuel development and post-irradiation examination.
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Fuels and Materials Fabrication
Building a fundamental scientific
understanding as a basis for the development
of new and improved fuels and materials

INL is leading the development of more efficient,
durable and long-lasting fuels for our current reactor
fleet and for the next generation of more affordable
and sustainable reactor systems.

Fuels and Materials Fabrication
Building a fundamental scientific
understanding as a basis for the development
of new and improved fuels and materials

INL researchers are focused on developing fuels that not only perform better and last longer, but also
result in dramatic reductions in the quantities and hazards of used nuclear fuel and high-level waste.

Fuels and Materials Fabrication
We need more efficient and effective
fuels and materials, not only to extend
the lifetime of our current reactor
systems while maintaining or even
improving their safe operation, but also
to provide the basis for developing nextgeneration reactor systems .
INL is a leader in designing and
developing nuclear fuels and other
materials to meet specific performance
requirements . This includes developing
more efficient and effective fuels for
current reactor systems, fuels for next-

generation systems, and stronger and
more durable alloys and other materials
for all systems . Our scientists and
engineers are particularly focused on
developing novel, high-performance
metallic- and ceramic-based fuels, fuels
with higher burnup, and transmutation
fuels that show promise to help close
the fuel cycle .
Fuels and materials fabrication and
testing primarily takes place at the
Materials and Fuels Complex and the
Advanced Test Reactor Complex .
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Advanced modeling and simulation tools—such as BISON, which was built on MOOSE, INL’s highperformance computing development framework—help optimize the experimentation process by providing
higher-quality empirical data and reducing experimentation costs.

Using a Predictive Approach Based on a
Microstructural Understanding
INL’s approach to fuels and materials
fabrication is based on building a
fundamental understanding of how
irradiation damages materials at the
microstructural scale . This approach
provides the basis for determining
the best options for development
and is maintained throughout the
development process .
We build a fundamental microstructural
understanding by using INL’s expertise
and the expertise available through
our partnerships in combination with
INL’s world-class irradiation testing,
pre- and post-irradiation examination,
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and advanced modeling and simulation
capabilities . After fresh fuel samples and
materials are fabricated, we repeatedly
examine them with an emphasis on
microstructural characterization . We
use advanced modeling and simulation
techniques, many developed at INL,
to predict and control their properties .
During small-scale in-pile and outof-pile phenomenological testing, we
continue to extensively characterize
samples to understand how well they
perform . Only when we can predict
behavior and performance are largerscale prototypic experiments conducted .

INL fabricates transmutation fuels and
tests them to determine their burnup and
performance. The fuel samples shown
were fabricated at Los Alamos National
Laboratory and tested at INL.

Designing and Fabricating Advanced Transmutation Fuels
INL is leading the development
of transmutation fuels, which are
essentially a combination of metal fuels
and the highly radioactive components
that are created during fuel burnup in a
reactor . The current practice at the end
of the fuel cycle is to separate the newly
created components from the used fuel,
then treat the components as waste,

which is highly radioactive and needs
to be managed for a very long period of
time . Because transmutation fuels can
destroy the newly created components
during burnup, they have the potential
to be recycled almost indefinitely
while generating a significantly smaller
quantity of less toxic waste .

United States Energy Secretary Steven Chu talks with Laboratory Director John Grossenbacher during a tour
of INL’s capabilities. The Fuel Conditioning Facility has full capabilities for conducting engineering- and
pilot-scale electromechanical separations research and demonstrations and for developing high-level hot
fuel waste products.
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INL has unique capabilities for fabricating and handling improved metallic- and ceramic-based fuel forms.

Developing Highly Efficient Fuels
INL is leading the development of
improved fuel forms that have enhanced
efficiency and performance for current
reactor systems as well as the next
generation of higher-temperature and
more efficient reactors . Improved fuels
include metallic, ceramic and composite
fuels as well as transmutation fuels,
which burn up transuranic elements
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created during irradiation, and particle
fuels, which are proving to have
significantly higher burnup .
INL manages the national database of
transuranic materials, which enables our
researchers to obtain the feedstock to
fabricate new fuel forms .

Supporting the Global Threat Reduction Initiative
with New Low-Enriched Fuels
INL is leading the effort to develop, test
and validate low-enriched and advanced
low-enriched uranium fuels that can
be used by research reactors around
the world . Our scientists and engineers
develop the fuel forms to meet specific
reactor specifications .

INL recently coordinated reactor
conversions at Washington State and
Oregon State universities, two of more
than 100 North American research
reactors that will be converted to use
low-enriched uranium fuels instead of
high-enriched uranium fuels .

INL tested more than 400 specimens to successfully develop low-enriched uranium fuels for the Reduced
Enrichment for Research and Test Reactor program.
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Researchers are investigating the structures of more than 3,000 different graphite samples to build an
understanding of how they respond to extreme heat, mechanical stress and neutron irradiation.

Qualifying Graphite as an Acceptable Nuclear Material
INL maintains one of the world’s most advanced graphite characterization and
testing facilities, an effort that is necessary for designing and building the nextgeneration of reactor systems . INL has a full range of capabilities for studying
graphite, carbon-carbon composites and silicon-carbide composite materials, from
irradiating samples in the Advanced Test Reactor to analyzing the results in the
Carbon Characterization Laboratory .

INL’s world-class graphite
testing capabilities are
necessary for developing
improved reactor systems.
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A scanning thermal
diffusivity microscope that
was developed at INL
helps scientists characterize
the effects of irradiation on
basic physical properties,
such as tensile strength.

Developing Instrumentation and Controls for
Fuel Fabrication
INL develops instrumentation and controls that help scientists identify and better
understand fundamental mechanisms, develop predictive models and safeguard new
fuel forms as they are fabricated . Fuel forms not only include the fuel, a radioactive
fissile—burnable—material, but also includes cladding, a protective material that
surrounds the fuel .

A researcher uses a
scanning thermal diffusivity
microscope developed
at INL.
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A sophisticated furnace, which has since been installed in a hot cell at the Hot Fuel Examination Facility, is
prepared and tested in the Fuel Conditioning Facility’s mock-up area.

Preparing Sophisticated Instruments for Hot Cells
Before sophisticated instruments are installed in INL’s hot cells, they are prepared
in a mock-up area at the Fuel Conditioning Facility . The mock-up area enables the
instruments to be fully modified and tested to make sure they can be operated and
maintained remotely .

The Fuel Accident
Condition Simulator
furnace system, now
installed in the hot cell at
the Hot Fuel Examination
Facility, will be used to
develop a comprehensive
understanding of fuel
characteristics during
high-temperature accident
conditions.
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Irradiation Testing
Providing the full complement of
thermal and transient capabilities

The Advanced Test Reactor is the most versatile test
reactor in the world and the only research reactor in
the United States capable of providing large-volume,
high-flux neutron irradiation in conditions that simulate
various types of reactor situations.

Irradiation Testing
Providing the full complement of
thermal and transient capabilities

The core of INL’s Advanced Test Reactor is four feet in diameter and height.

Irradiation Testing
In a reactor’s irradiation environment,
materials and fuels undergo complex
changes . Researchers can build a
fundamental understanding of these
changes by testing fuels and materials
in a similar environment and then
examining them to learn how they
changed . That understanding is the
basis for developing and validating more
effective nuclear fuels and more durable
materials .

Test Reactor, the most versatile test
reactor in the world . The Transient
Reactor Experiment and Test Facility is
maintained in standby mode, ready to
provide a transient testing capability for
full-size reactor fuel and next-generation
fuels . INL’s world-class irradiation
testing capabilities are supported by
advanced in-pile—within the reactor—
sensors developed at INL’s HighTemperature Test Laboratory .

INL has a full complement of thermal
and transient irradiation testing
capabilities, including the Advanced

Activities associated with irradiation
testing primarily take place at the
Advanced Test Reactor Complex .
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In the past decade, the Advanced Test Reactor’s mission has expanded to support the development of
new and improved materials and fuels for reactor systems, including low-enriched uranium fuels for civilian
research reactors.

Advanced Test Reactor Provides Unique
Research Capabilities
The Advanced Test Reactor (ATR)
is the only research reactor in the
United States capable of providing
large-volume, high-flux neutron
irradiation in conditions that simulate
various types of reactor situations . ATR,
a low-temperature and -pressure watercooled reactor, was built to study the
effects of intense radiation on reactor
materials and fuels and designed to
permit simulations of long neutron
radiation exposures in a short period
of time . By continuing to change out
internal components every few years,
ATR is expected to provide decades of
future service .
ATR has a unique serpentine core
configuration, a four-leaf clover core
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design with nine main test spaces and
additional smaller test spaces for more
experiments . This configuration allows
many experiments to be conducted
simultaneously, with each experiment
receiving a different and carefully
controlled level of radiation .
Four types of irradiation tests can be
conducted at ATR: static sealed capsule
tests with passive instrumentation,
tests with active instrumentation for
measurement and control of specific
testing parameters, pressurized water
loops that are connected to in-pile tubes
and flux traps, and a new hydraulic
shuttle irradiation system that allows
insertion and removal of test specimens
during reactor operation .

The Advanced Test ReactorCritical facility is located in
one of the Advanced Test
Reactor’s canals.

Pre-Test Capabilities Provided by Advanced Test
Reactor-Critical Facility
The Advanced Test Reactor-Critical (ATR-C) facility is a low-power mock-up of
the ATR core . ATR-C enables researchers to pre-test their experiment so they have
a better understanding of the changes that will occur when their experiment is
inserted in the ATR .

The Advanced Test
Reactor has been the
United States’ premier
test facility since 1967.
Historically, the reactor
has supported fuel
development for the
United States Navy’s
nuclear propulsion
program and, more
recently, as a producer
of isotopes for medicine,
research and industry.
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The Transient Reactor Experiment and Test Facility provides capabilities for studying the effects of simulated
reactor accidents on fuel and components. The facility’s air-cooled reactor is one of several pioneering reactors
developed at the INL site.

TREAT’s Unique Capabilities Fill the Gap Between SteadyState Irradiation Testing and Reactor Licensing
The Transient Reactor Experiment and
Test (TREAT) Facility is capable of
supporting the full range of transient
testing anticipated in future decades
and noteworthy for its ability to test
full-size fast reactor fuel and 36-in .
segments of light water reactor fuel .
TREAT can provide the fast flux
irradiation capabilities needed to
develop fast reactors like molten salt or
sodium-cooled reactors, which offer the
potential for much more complete fuel
burnup and dramatic reductions in the
toxicity and longevity of nuclear waste .

TREAT’s reactor uses short, controlled bursts of highpower nuclear energy to test fuel performance, enabling
researchers to learn how fuels and materials change
at intervals as brief as a millisecond. A fast-neutron
hodoscope imaging system senses movement in fuel
through opaque flowing sodium. Fuel assemblies can be
removed to accommodate experiments.
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The TREAT reactor has been used to
test liquid-metal reactor fuel elements
for the Experimental Breeder ReactorII, Fast Flux Test Facility, Clinch River
Breeder Reactor Plant, British Prototype
Fast Reactor and Integral Fast Reactor .
The reactor is currently maintained in
standby mode to support radioisotope
dispersal device exercises, recovered
used fuel storage and future transient
testing needs . TREAT is located at the
Materials and Fuels Complex .

ATR NSUF Furthers Nuclear Energy Research
In 2007, the Advanced Test Reactor
and INL’s post-irradiation examination
capabilities were designated a National
Scientific User Facility (NSUF) .
ATR NSUF provides researchers from
universities, industries and laboratories
around the world with access to INL’s
world-class assemblage of irradiation
testing and post-irradiation examination
capabilities; a broad array of other
government-owned test reactors,
beam lines, pre- and post-irradiation
examination facilities, hot cells,
specialty engineering facilities and small

radiological laboratories; and universityowned research capabilities ranging
from research reactors to material
science laboratories . Most ATR NSUF
research activities are conducted
through INL’s Center for Advanced
Energy Studies .
AT INL, material fabrication and
pre- and post-irradiation examinations
primarily take place at the Materials
and Fuels Complex . Irradiation testing
takes place at the Advanced Test Reactor
Complex .

INL’s programs and partnerships enable the best university researchers to advance nuclear energy research.
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The Test Train Assembly Facility provides welding, brazing and other capabilities for assembling irradiation
experiments.

Test Train Assembly Facility
The Test Train Assembly Facility
(TTAF) is a dedicated facility for
assembling experiments for the
Advanced Test Reactor . It houses highprecision equipment for assembling test
trains in a wide range of experiment
configurations and designs, and

provides an array of induction brazing,
machining and welding capabilities,
including automated lathe and
automated orbital gas-tungsten arc-,
micro-spot- and manual welding .
TTAF is located at the Advanced Test
Reactor Complex .

Experimental test trains
destined for the Advanced
Test Reactor can be
assembled in a wide
variety of configurations
and designs.
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Sensors for In-Core Experiments Enhance
Reactor Instrumentation
Advanced thermocouples and
custom instrumentation for taking
measurements in high-temperature
irradiation environments are developed,
often on demand, at the HighTemperature Test Laboratory . The
laboratory is equipped with hightemperature furnaces and autoclaves for
testing high-temperature properties .

Advanced thermocouples are essentially
sensors . They are incorporated into
tests inserted in the Advanced Test
Reactor to provide more reliable and
accurate data and help researchers build
a better understanding of how materials
change in high-temperature irradiation
environments . The sensors enhance the
reactor’s core instrumentation, provide
greater safety and reduce the cost of
post-irradiation examination .

INL’s award-winning high-temperature irradiation-resistant thermocouple is a technological breakthrough in
obtaining reliable and accurate measurements during high-temperature processes.
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A full-scale replica of the Advanced Test Reactor control room is used to train reactor operators and technicians.

Advanced Test Reactor Simulator Training Facility
The INL maintains an exact replica of the Advanced Test Reactor control room with
a system that simulates reactor operations . The simulator is used to train operators
and technicians . The ATR Simulator Training Facility is located at the Advanced
Test Reactor Complex .
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Pre- and PostIrradiation Examination
Building a fundamental understanding of fuels
and materials by conducting examinations
and analyses down to the atomic level

Researchers look
through the leadedglass windows
of the Analytical
Laboratory’s hot cells
as they manipulate
the highly radioactive
materials within.

Pre- and PostIrradiation Examination
Building a fundamental understanding of fuels
and materials by conducting examinations
and analyses down to the atomic level

A researcher uses a dual-beam focused ion beam (FIB) fitted with electron backscatter diffraction and
microchemical analysis capabilities to analyze samples and prepare new samples for further analysis. Dualbeam FIBs use an electron beam to help build an image and characterize the composition of a solid material
and an ion beam to nano-machine samples of the material. A dual-beam FIB is being prepared for the hot cell
in INL’s highly shielded, interference-free Irradiated Materials Characterization Laboratory.

Pre- and Post-Irradiation Examination
Materials undergo complex
thermal, mechanical, chemical and
microstructural changes in irradiation
environments—expanding, cracking,
releasing gases and even changing
structurally . At INL, we are developing
better, safer, more durable and more
efficient reactor materials and nuclear
fuels by examining and analyzing
irradiated materials from macro to
atomic levels to build a comprehensive
understanding of these changes .
INL has the world’s largest assemblage
of state-of-the-art instruments and
capabilities for examining materials .
With 60 years of experience and an
unprecedented safety record, INL is

well suited for conducting routine
examinations of even the most
hazardous materials .
Most of INL’s post-irradiation
examination and analysis capabilities
are at the Materials and Fuels Complex .
The world-class Hot Fuel Examination
Facility contains large highly shielded
alpha-gamma hot cells that can handle
highly irradiated specimens in nearly
any size and volume . Micro- and
nano-scale examinations and analyses
of materials in the mass range of tens
of grams down to micrograms will be
conducted at the planned Irradiated
Materials Characterization Laboratory
(IMCL) . As the first facility of its
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The Materials and Fuels Complex is the center of the United States Department of Energy’s advanced nuclear
fuel development initiatives and post-irradiation examination capabilities.

kind in the United States, IMCL
will provide a tightly controlled
environment in which vibration,
electrical and magnetic noise,
temperature variations and radiation
interference are eliminated .

facility that contains optical, scanning,
and electron microscopes; and the
Fuels and Applied Science Building,
which is focused on fuel development,
materials characterization and
irradiated materials testing .

Other post-irradiation examination
and analysis capabilities at INL include
the Analytical Laboratory, which is
focused on analysis of irradiated and
radioactive materials; the Electron
Microscopy Laboratory, a radiological

Advanced state-of-the-art examination
and analysis capabilities for lowactivity specimens are centered at the
Center for Advanced Energy Studies,
which is located at the Research and
Education Campus .
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Non-Destructive Examination Techniques
Our researchers use a wide variety of
non-destructive examination techniques
to learn how materials behave in
irradiation environments and how they
fail . This understanding is the basis
for designing and developing new and
improved fuels and materials .
Non-destructive examination
techniques include:

` Precision gross and isotopic gamma
scanning
` Bow and length with contact
profilometry examination
` Eddy current examination
` Neutron radiography using a 250-kW
Training Research Isotope General
Atomics (TRIGA) reactor .

` High-resolution visual techniques

The Deep-Focus Acoustic Microscope Transducer, developed at INL, is a revolutionary non-destructive testing
technique for nuclear fuel. Compared to other transducers, it delivers more than twice the resolution and
sensitivity and significantly reduces costs and examination time.
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Destructive Examination Techniques
Post-irradiation examinations are a
fundamental step in designing and
developing improved materials and
fuels . Researchers use destructive
examination techniques to learn more
about how fuels and materials behave
in irradiation environments and how
they fail . After material and fuel samples
are fabricated and tested using INL’s
irradiation capabilities, the tests are
disassembled and samples retrieved for
analysis .

Destructive examinations are primarily
conducted at the Hot Fuel Examination
Facility, which is capable of handling
highly irradiated specimens in nearly
any size and volume, including fullsize light water reactor fuel assemblies .
The hot cell in INL’s highly shielded
interference-free Irradiated Materials
Characterization Laboratory will
contain an array of advanced
instruments for destructive postirradiation examinations, including
a dual-beam focused ion beam, a
micro-scale x-ray diffractometer and an
electron probe micro-analyzer .

The large alpha-gamma hot cell at the Hot Fuel Examination Facility is among the largest and best-equipped hot
cells in the world and contains a broad array of state-of-the-art post-irradiation examination instruments.
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The Hot Fuel Examination Facility has a laboratory with inert atmosphere gloveboxes and other capabilities for
conducting electrochemical experiments with irradiated materials.

Our researchers use an array of destructive examination techniques for analyzing
thermal, mechanical, chemical and microstructural properties including:
` Shielded electron probe microanalysis
` Fission gas puncture and analysis
` High-temperature furnaces for testing
fuel performance
` Isotopic and burnup analysis
` Ceramography
` Metallography
` Micro-gamma scan analysis

` Scanning electron and transmission
electron microscopy in conjunction
with cutting, milling and burnishing
` Imaging, characterization and nanomachining using dual-beam focusedion beams
` Atomic-level three-dimensional
imaging using local electrode atom
probes
` Composition phases analysis .
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A local electrode atom
probe at INL’s Center
for Advanced Energy
Studies provides
researchers with a highly
sophisticated instrument
for studying microstructural
characteristics at the
nano-scale. The instrument
maps hundreds of millions
of atoms to create an
atom-by-atom threedimensional construction.
INL’s highly shielded,
interference free Irradiated
Materials Characterization
Laboratory will also
have a local electrode
atom probe.

A Broad Spectrum of Advanced Capabilities
INL’s state-of-the-art post-irradiation examination capabilities and comprehensive
array of advanced instruments include:
` Dual-beam focused ion beams (FIBs)
` Local electrode atom probes (LEAPs)
` Shielded electron probe
microanalyzers (EPMAs)

State-of-the-art scanning
and transmission electron
microscopes and other
instruments, like those at
INL’s Electron Microscopy
Laboratory, enable
researchers to prepare
samples and study how
materials change after they
are subjected to irradiation
and other physical and
thermal stresses. Scanning
electron microscopy is
used to characterize the
microstructure, phases and
homogeneity of radioactive
fuel forms. Transmission
electron microscopy is
used to perform similar
characterizations but at the
nano-scale.
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` A wide array of state-of-the-art
scanning and transmission electron
microscopes (SEM/TEMs) .

Scientists and engineers are preparing a shielded electron probe microanalyzer for the hot cell in INL’s
highly shielded interference-free Irradiated Materials Characterization Laboratory. Shielded electron probe
microanalyzers help researchers “see” how fuel constituents and fission products migrate and redistribute when
fuels and materials are irradiated. Building an understanding helps researchers design and develop new and
improved fuels for our current fleet and for next-generation reactors.

An innovative furnace in the large hot cell at the Hot Fuel Examination Facility allows researchers to measure
the fission gases and condensable fission products released by high-temperature fuels when temperatures
are at and above those reached in reactor accidents. Building an understanding of how fuels behave helps
researchers design and develop new and improved fuels for our current fleet and for next-generation reactors.
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The primary focus at the Analytical Laboratory is the characterization of actinide-bearing materials—materials
that contain radioactive elements.

Capabilities for Conducting Analyses of
Highly Radioactive Materials
The Analytical Laboratory (AL),
known more formally as the Nuclear
Materials Characterization Department,
provides advanced, state-of-the art
characterization instruments and
capabilities for conducting chemical and
isotopic analyses of highly radioactive
materials .

AL has six air- and inert-atmosphere
gloveboxes for preparing samples and
for elemental and radiological analysis .
Researchers use these capabilities to
test heat capacities, transition heats
and temperatures, thermal diffusivity,
mass loss or gain, immersion density
measurements and carbon/sulfur
analysis
analysis . A pneumatic transfer system
is used to bring samples from the Hot
Fuel Examination Facility and nearby
facilities to the AL’s hot cells and to
move samples from the hot cells to a
waste cask when they are no longer
needed . AL is located at the Materials
needed
and Fuels Complex
Complex .

The Analytical Laboratory provides
researchers with air- and inertatmosphere gloveboxes.
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Advanced characterization techniques used at AL include:
` Inductively coupled plasma-mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS)

` Gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS)

` Inductively coupled plasma-atomic
emission spectrometry (ICP-AES)

` Atomic absorption spectroscopy
(AAS)

` Thermal ionization mass spectrometry
(TIMS)

` Scanning thermal diffusivity
microscopy (STDM)

` Laser-flash thermal diffusivity
(LFTD)

` Electron probe microanalysis (EPMA)

` Differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC)

` X-ray and micro X-ray diffraction
(XDR and MXDR) .

The Analytical Laboratory provides researchers with high-level instruments for advanced mass spectrometry and
other analytical techniques.
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Samples of diverse materials can be examined at the micro- and nano-scale at INL’s Electron Microscopy
Laboratory. Researchers use advanced scanning electron microscopes, including a JEOL JSM-7600f scanning
electron microscope and other similar state-of-the-art instruments.

Electron Microscopy Laboratory
The Electron Microscopy Laboratory
(EML) is dedicated to developing a
deeper understanding of radioactive
and non-radioactive materials .
The laboratory is equipped with
the finest advanced transmission
electron, scanning electron and
optical microscopy instruments for
characterization and pre- and postirradiation examination .
Part of EML is dedicated to preparing
samples of diverse materials for analysis,
including providing the technical
support, safety systems and procedures
that researchers need . Specialized
instruments including a dual-beam
focused ion beam are available for
cutting ultra-thin slices of material
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(ultramicrotomy) and producing thin,
electron-transparent samples using
chemical and ion milling, and etching
and coating techniques . EML is located
at the Materials and Fuels Complex .
Advanced characterization techniques
used at EML include:
` Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
` Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM)
` Field emission gun with scanning
transmission electron microscopy
with energy dispersive spectroscopy
(FEG-STEM-EDS)
` Dual-beam focused ion beam (FIB) .

Researchers are developing an
electrochemical treatment process
to separate used fuel into uranium
that can be reused and ceramic and
metal wastes. New strategies are
needed to convert used fuel into more
manageable waste forms.

Complete Microscopy and Characterization Suite
Fills Research Needs at In-Town Campus
The Center for Advanced Energy Studies (CAES), located at the Research and
Education Campus, provides researchers with a state-of-the-art characterization
laboratory that supports an array of nano- and atomic-scale material science studies
and low-risk radiological research .
Cutting-edge capabilities and instruments at CAES include:
` Automated hardness testing
` Focused ion beam with EDS/EBSD/
Omniprobe
` Local electrode atom probe (LEAP)
` Nano-indenter atomic force
microscopy

` Scanning electron microscopy with
EDS/EBSD/CL
` Nano-secondary ion mass
spectrometry (NANO-SIMS)
` Dual-beam focused ion beam (FIB)
` Field emission gun scanning
transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) .
Researchers use a state-of-the-art Spark Plasma
Sintering System, one of the few in the United States,
to combine metal and ceramic powders to produce
new materials.

A researcher uses a dual-beam focused ion beam to
study samples with low radioactivity.
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The neutron radiography
TRIGA reactor in the Hot
Fuel Examination Facility
is used to examine fuel
elements and assemblies.

Fuel Assemblies Examined with Neutron Radiography
The Hot Fuel Examination Facility is
one of the finest facilities in the world
for examining the internal features
of fuel elements and assemblies . The
facility contains a 250-kW Training
Research Isotope General Atomics
(TRIGA) reactor that can be used to

examine the internal features of fuel
elements and assemblies . The TRIGA
reactor is equipped with two beam tubes
and two separate radiography stations .
Neutron radiography can be conducted
on full-length, 152-inch fuel pins and
other components .

Remote Analytical Laboratory
The Remote Analytical Laboratory is
one of the most modern hot cells in the
United States Department of Energy
complex . It was designed for conducting
organic, inorganic and radiochemical
chemical analyses of highly radioactive
materials and supports used nuclear
fuel dissolution, reprocessing and
waste solidification . The cell has six
workstations for sample preparation and
analysis and a waste load-out cell with
two workstations . Pneumatic transfer
The Remote Analytical Laboratory’s hot cell can
accommodate multiple lab-scale separation processes
conducted at the same time.
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lines connect the hot cell with nearby
facilities so radioactive samples can be
transferred and received .

An architectural illustration
shows the proposed
capabilities at the
planned new Irradiated
Materials Characterization
Laboratory.

Irradiated Materials Characterization Laboratory (IMCL)
The Irradiated Materials
Characterization Laboratory (IMCL)
will be the first facility of its kind in
the nation, a state-of-the-art shielded
facility for micro-scale characterization
of advanced nuclear materials . Instead
of characterizing bulk samples,
IMCL will provide the capability to
perform micro-scale phase, structure
and chemical composition analysis
on irradiated fuel samples in a tightly
controlled environment where
vibration, electrical and magnetic noise,
temperature variations and radiation
interference are eliminated .
IMCL is designed with customizable
interior areas within shielding
structures, making it a test-bed for
developing the infrastructure and
protocols needed to remotely operate
advanced research equipment . The
advanced micro-scale characterization
equipment installed at IMCL will
include an electron probe microanalyzer,
a micro-X-ray diffractometer, a dual-

beam focused ion beam and instruments
supporting field-emission gun scanningtransmission electron microscopy,
scanning electron microscopy and
scanning laser thermal diffusivity .
IMCL will also have limited mechanical
testing and sample preparation
capabilities . With the capabilities at
IMCL and the planned new Advanced

IMCL — The United States’
only facility designed for
advanced micro- and nanoscale characterization
Post-Irradiation Examination facility,
INL will have the full range of
capabilities that government, industry
and academia need for a science-based
post-irradiation examination approach .
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Separations and Waste
Form Development
Using theory, experiments and modeling
to develop sustainable fuel cycles

At the Radiochemistry
Laboratory, researchers
are working on how to
convert used nuclear fuel
into more manageable
waste forms.

Separations and Waste
Form Development
Using theory, experiments and modeling
to develop sustainable fuel cycles

Pyrochemical processing, initially developed to recycle metal fast reactor fuel, is currently used to treat sodiumbonded (metallic) fuel from INL’s Experimental Breeder Reactor-II so the used fuel can be disposed of as waste.

Separations and Waste Form Development
The United States’ nuclear industry uses
a once-through fuel cycle that uses only
a small percentage of its uranium . New
approaches are needed to optimize the
fuel cycle and reduce proliferation risks .
Advanced aqueous and pyrochemical
separations processes, for example, can
be used to separate and recycle a much
larger portion of usable fuel material
and leave a smaller volume of morestable and less-toxic waste that can be
more easily managed .
INL is leading the effort to develop fuel
cycle solutions—improved separations
processes and more durable and safe
waste forms—by better understanding
the fundamental science of separations
and long-term repository storage .
Our scientists and engineers are
applying theory, experimentation
and modeling to focus our research
and development and provide better
outcomes with reduced costs . By

focusing on coordination chemistry,
reaction thermodynamics and kinetics
of actinide elements, and by using INL’s
world-class fabrication, testing and
examination and analysis capabilities,
INL will continue to lead the
development of advanced separations
processes and new waste forms .
Waste form and separations research,
development and demonstration
primarily take place at the Materials and
Fuels Complex and the Research and
Education Campus . New facilities—
the Radiation Measurement Laboratory
and Radioanalytical Chemistry
Laboratory at the Advanced Test
Reactor Complex, and the planned new
Research and Education Laboratory
at the Research and Education
Campus—provide additional space
for radiochemistry and analytical and
synthetic chemistry research .
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An electrometallurgical process for used fuel separates useful uranium from other components like the cladding
and the fission products created during irradiation. The uranium segment has a dendritic appearance.

Advanced Separations Methods Include
Pyroprocessing Method Developed in Idaho
In the 1990s, scientists and engineers
in Idaho began developing a
pyrochemical separations method,
more commonly known as
pyroprocessing, to recycle the metallic
fuels used as driver fuels for fast reactor
research . More recently, the method
was developed and used to recover the
uranium from the sodium-bonded
metal fuel used at INL’s Experimental
Breeder Reactor-II . Compared to
aqueous separations methods, which
are widely used to reprocess used fuel,
pyroprocessing is more compact and
efficient, does not use solvents that
raise the risk of accidents and produces
smaller amounts of less toxic waste .
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INL scientists and engineers are
currently developing pyroprocessing
to separate the significant amounts of
uranium and transuranic elements in
used fuel so they can be recycled in a
new metallic-based fuel form for fast
reactors . When the fuel is used, the
transuranic elements are consumed or
destroyed, leaving a very small volume
of significantly less toxic waste . The
waste—in both metallic and ceramic
waste forms—requires storage for just
hundreds of years instead of thousands
of years .

INL’s new Fission Product
Extraction process uses a
commercially available
solvent to remove cesium
and strontium from used
fuel.

Expanding the Focus on Separations Chemistry
INL researchers are developing
a fundamental understanding of
the chemistry that is needed for
advanced aqueous and pyrochemical
recycling methods and using their
new understanding to develop
new technologies . For example,
the revolutionary Fission Product
Extraction (FPEX) process can
simultaneously separate cesium and
strontium from used light water reactor
fuel . Separating these long-lived,

highly toxic elements from used fuel
will reduce the volume and toxicity of
high-level waste, reduce the heat that
the waste generates and ultimately
reduce the need for additional geologic
repositories .
Chemical and laboratory-scale testing
for advanced fuel cycle activities are
conducted at the Radiochemistry
Laboratory .

The research conducted at
INL’s new Radiochemistry
Laboratory includes
developing ways to reduce
the volume of waste that
will need to be disposed of
in a geologic repository.
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Metallic waste forms
are very effective in
immobilizing the metal
fission products, like
technetium, that are found
in used fuel.

New and Improved Waste Forms
INL is leading the waste form development effort, which not only includes
developing and evaluating ceramic, ceramic-metal, metallic and other waste forms,
but also learning how they can potentially be tailored for specific geologic disposal
conditions .

One of the two waste streams
created from the pyroprocessing
separations process, a technology
that recovers uranium from used
fuel, is a ceramic waste form that
consists primarily of salt.

INL is testing various
storage containers and
casks to determine their
integrity and durability.
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The Sequoyah Nuclear
Power Station is home to
two of the 104 reactors
licensed to operate in
the United States.

Reactor Safety Analysis
Leading the development of computerbased codes and probabilistic risk models
to enhance safety and predictability

Lessons from Fukushima Daiichi
In early 2011, Japan’s Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear power plant
sustained significant damage from
a devastating earthquake and
tsunami . INL immediately applied
its expertise to study the situation
and offer technical support and
advanced technologies . Since the
1950s, our scientists and engineers
have studied reactor stability and
conducted severe accident analyses .
The Special Power Excursion
Reactor Test reactors, the Power
Burst Facility and the Loss-ofFluid-Test facility were instrumental
in developing a comprehensive

understanding of how reactors
behave and how reactor accidents,
like the one at Three Mile Island,
can be avoided .
The damage and ensuing difficulties
at Fukushima Daiichi are providing
new information that can be used to
model severe accident progression .
Modeling and simulation provides
insights that can be applied to
better manage or avoid severe
nuclear accidents at existing plants
and new builds and to enhance
safety procedures and emergency
planning .

INL sent an enhanced TALON
robot, which was modified with a
suite of integrated sensors, to collect
visual, radiological survey and
mapping data in inaccessible areas
at the Fukushima Daiichi site, and a
four-person technical team to assist
in robotics deployment.

Reactor Safety Analysis
Leading the development of computerbased codes and probabilistic risk models
to enhance safety and predictability

INL’s expertise in analyzing
data and developing
predictive models helps
ensure the continued
safety of the United States’
reactor fleet.

Reactor Safety Analysis
Collecting and analyzing operating
data and accurately assessing probable
risks are key elements in continued
safe and predictable reactor operations .
The United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) relies on accurate
and comprehensive information to
license reactors, develop regulations and
determine enforcement actions . The
NRC and industry are already reviewing
the safety and performance of nextgeneration reactor systems, including
small modular designs .
INL is a leader in developing computerbased severe accident analysis codes
and probability risk models, which
are key elements for continued safe
and predictable reactor operations .
INL maintains computer-based risk
models for all 104 operating reactors
in our nation . The models measure

probabilities, such as the risks in certain
operations, how nuclear operators react
in given situations, and the likelihood of
core damage under various conditions .
INL researchers analyze the results in
conjunction with the operating data
from each plant and share the results
with the United States Congress and
the NRC .
INL provides high-performance
computing capabilities, which are
centralized at the High-Performance
Computing Center, and advanced
modeling and simulation capabilities
at the Center for Advanced Energy
Studies, the Engineering Research
Office Building and the Bonneville
County Technology Center . All of these
capabilities are located at or near the
Research and Education Campus .
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RELAP5-3D was developed
to evaluate light water
reactor coolant systems
during transient and
accident events.

RELAP Code Family is the Standard for
Severe Accident Analysis
INL has a long history of developing
severe accident analysis codes, including
the most famous, the RELAP code
family . SCDAP/RELAP5, the industry
standard, is used to predict pressures,
temperatures and other physical
parameters in various operating
conditions in various regions of the
plant . RELAP codes are also used for
licensing—by using the code to evaluate
potential modifications to plant designs
or operations, for conducting training
simulations and for designing new
reactors . RELAP7 is the latest version .
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INL also leads the development of other
widely used program modules that are
often coupled with RELAP . Besides
SCDAP, which contains models for
predicting core damage progression,
associated modules include COUPLE,
which provides a framework for detailed
simulation of any reactor area of
interest, and MATPRO, which provides
the extensive data needed for reactor
simulations .

SAPHIRE, a methodology
for evaluating risks, is
designed to handle large
fault trees with as many as
64,000 basic events and
gates.

SAPHIRE, the Industry’s Choice for
Estimating the Probability of Events
SAPHIRE (Systems Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability
Evaluations) was originally developed at INL in the 1980s . SAPHIRE is a state-ofthe-art probability risk assessment code that can estimate the failure probability of
complex systems . It is widely used by organizations like the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and National Aeronautics and Space Administration for
risk-informed decision-making .

SAPHIRE uses fault and
event tree logic models
to quantify systems,
sequences and end states.
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INL is leading the development of tools for assessing the safety and economic costs of small modular
reactor systems.

Assessments of New Reactor Designs
INL is leading the effort to better understand the safety and economics of small
modular reactors (SMRs), which are an innovative solution for generating electricity
in isolated areas or in areas where power scalability is a major consideration . Safety
analysis is a necessary part of building a strong technical basis for new reactor
development . With INL’s participation in building a better understanding of safety
assurance issues and the human-machine interface, new reactor designs like SMRs
will have a stronger technical basis for future development
development .

The nuclear industry and United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission need assessment tools to help
them evaluate the viability of IRIS and other small
modular reactors.
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Light Water Reactor Simulations Will Help Predict
Operational Safety, Costs and Behavior
INL is a participant in the Consortium
for Advanced Simulation of Light Water
Reactors (CASL), which is developing
predictive models that simulate nuclear
power plant operations . The models—
essentially a virtual reactor—will
help improve operating efficiencies
by extending operating lifetimes and
reducing operating costs and waste
volumes . The models will also provide
information for accelerating nextgeneration reactor designs .

As a partner in the Light Water
Reactor Sustainability Program, INL
developed a simulation laboratory
that is essentially a full-scale model of
a nuclear power plant control room .
The simulator can be reconfigured to
represent a variety of control rooms .
It will be used to understand how new
technologies affect human performance
and, in turn, nuclear power plant safety .

A simulation laboratory is used to test how humans perform in a variety of nuclear power plant control rooms.
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Modeling and Simulation
Providing the tools needed to better
understand and predict the behavior of
materials and complex systems

INL researchers use
advanced modeling
and simulation tools to
analyze designs for new
and improved nuclear
fuels.

Modeling and Simulation
Providing the tools needed to better
understand and predict the behavior of
materials and complex systems

BISON, a nuclear fuels performance application, is designed to simulate thermo-mechanical and chemical
phenomena associated with nuclear fuel and cladding undergoing nuclear radiation. BISON is built on
MOOSE, INL’s high-performance computing development framework.

Modeling and Simulation
At INL, multi-scale computational
modeling and simulation tools are used
in all aspects of nuclear energy research,
development and demonstration,
from the micro-behavior of fuels and
materials to the macro-behavior of
reactor systems . We use modeling
to improve understanding, reduce
uncertainty and improve turnaround
time for design iterations, and advanced
simulation tools to determine how
designs will work at different scales .
Together, these tools can reduce the
costs and uncertainties associated with
designing and fabricating new materials,
and increase the safety and operating
efficiency of reactor systems .
Since the 1980s, INL has been one of
the world’s leaders in the development
of state-of-the-art numerical methods,
algorithms and analysis tools for

high-fidelity computer simulations of
complex reactor fuels and materials
phenomena .
Today, INL is one of the nation’s
leaders in the development of advanced
computational nuclear engineering
with a particular focus on reactor fuels
phenomena . Future reactor systems
will require continuous advancements
in computational nuclear engineering,
especially to learn more about
multidimensional multi-scale fuels
performance .
INL’s Intelligent Monitoring and
Decision Systems Laboratory provides
unique capabilities for modeling,
analysis and deployment of sensor,
control, monitoring and decision
systems . Modeling and simulation
activities primarily take place at the
Research and Education Campus .
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INL has two supercomputers, Fission
and Icestorm. Fission is used for
three-dimensional modeling and
simulation of reactor systems, such
as how fuels perform in a reactor.
Fission is equivalent in size and
speed to systems ranked in the
world’s top 100 supercomputers.

High-Performance Supercomputing Capabilities
Support Advanced Modeling and Simulation
The computational capabilities needed
for advanced modeling and simulation
of complex systems and processes are
provided by INL’s High-Performance
Computing Center . The center’s two
supercomputers, Fission and Icestorm,
enable our researchers to study
processes from the sub-atomic to the
system-integration level . When more
power is needed, INL’s partnership
in the Nuclear Energy Modeling and
Simulation Energy Innovation Hub
provides researchers with access to
supercomputing facilities across the
United States Department of Energy
complex .
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At INL, modeling and simulation tools
are integrated throughout research,
development and demonstration .
These tools enable the best designs to
be selected for development, ensure
that investments are well justified and
reduce the time associated with a more
traditional design cycle . Interactive
visualization capabilities are used to
analyze and assess complex modeling
and simulation results .

BISON, an INL-developed
application that runs under the
INL’s MOOSE high-performance
computing simulation environment,
helps scientists and engineers
analyze nuclear fuel performance.

Nuclear fuel performance is modeled in INL’s
High-Performance Computing Center and
Visualization Lab.

Development Directed Toward Future Needs
Developing advanced fuels requires
complex computational engineering
problem solving . To ensure scientists
and engineers have the tools they need,
INL developed MOOSE (Multiphysics
Object-Oriented Simulation
Environment) . MOOSE is a framework
that enables rapid development of
multiphysics applications for desktop
workstations or high-performance
computing platforms, such as the INL
supercomputers, Fission and Icestorm .
BISON and MARMOT, multiscale fuels performance applications
developed under the MOOSE
framework, provide a capability for
studying fuel behavior at scales ranging
from a grain to a full pin .

The Consortium for Advanced
Simulation of Light Water Reactors
(CASL) selected MOOSE/BISON as
the basis for their fuels performance
application . CASL, a partnership
including several leading universities
and industries as well as the DOE
laboratories involved in nuclear energy
research, is developing a set of predictive
models that simulate a light water
reactor power plant . The models will be
used to help improve light water reactor
operating efficiencies by extending
operating lifetimes and reducing
operating costs and waste volumes .
The models will also provide
information for accelerating nextgeneration reactor designs .
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A model shows the neutron
flux levels in the core of
the Advanced Test Reactor
during operation. Neutron
levels are highest in the
blue and purple areas and
lower in the orange and
red areas. Models like this
are used to help ensure
that reactors are designed,
developed and operated
efficiently, effectively
and safely.

Multiphysics Computational Modeling
INL scientists are developing a new approach to nuclear simulation, building a
multiphysics simulation capability that can model a reactor from the scale of atoms
to an entire reactor assembly . A nuclear reactor simulation that provides improved
predictive capabilities can help engineers and scientists design next-generation
reactors with improved safety and efficiency .

Using Modeling and Simulations Improve
Reactor Efficiency
An INL-led research team is developing more accurate and more universally
applicable reactor simulations to help engineers design better, more efficient reactors
and get more use from nuclear fuel . The new simulations are based on data from a
wide range of materials and experiments performed at nuclear facilities around
the world .

An all-hexahedral element
computational mesh illustrates a
simplified model of the Advanced Test
Reactor. The model, developed in
collaboration with scientists at partner
laboratories, is an example of INL’s
multiphysics simulation capability for
advanced reactor modeling.
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A researcher uses a CAVE to better visualize the Advanced Test Reactor. Sophisticated modeling, simulation and
visualization capabilities help our researchers better understand how reactor systems operate.

Advanced Visualization Laboratory
Engineers and scientists use the
capabilities at the Advanced
Visualization Laboratory—an advanced
three-dimensional (3-D) computerassisted virtual environment (CAVE),
a portable 3-D system and an IQStation—to view their data in ways not
possible on a computer screen and save
time, materials and labor . For example,

the engineering teams responsible for
Advanced Test Reactor maintenance
can use the CAVE’s detailed imaging
capability to see if a valve placement
will require pipes to be re-routed . The
Advanced Visualization Laboratory
is located at the Center for Advanced
Energy Studies .

The three-dimensional computer-assisted virtual
environment (CAVE) at the Center for Advanced Energy
Studies is used for a variety of purposes including
touring a virtual nuclear reactor, training and orienting
workers and considering new designs.
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Space and Security Power Systems
Operating the United States’ only
dedicated assembly and testing facility

INL operates the
United States’
dedicated facility
for assembling and
testing radioisotope
thermoelectric
generators.

Space and Security Power Systems
Operating the United States’ only
dedicated assembly and testing facility

A radioisotope thermoelectric generator that was assembled and tested at INL is delivered to the
Kennedy Space Center.

Space and Security Power Systems
For nearly a decade, INL’s Space and
Security Power Systems Facility has
been the United States’ dedicated
facility for assembling and testing
radioisotope thermoelectric generators
(RTGs) . RTGs are essentially miniature
nuclear power sources that use
natural radioactive decay to provide
maintenance-free, safe and reliable heat
and electricity for scientific instruments .
INL’s dedicated facility provides
specialized capabilities for assembling
RTGs and their plutonium-238 power
sources and testing them to ensure they
will continue to provide reliable heat
and power during their lifetimes .

The RTGs assembled at INL have
been used for a variety of missions .
For example, an INL-assembled RTG
was on board when the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) launched its New Horizons
mission to Pluto in January 2006 .
Today, INL researchers are building new
generations of RTGs for missions to our
moon’s surface and to Mars . The Mars
Science Laboratory uses a new multimission RTG as its power source .
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Power source modules are assembled in a glovebox at the Space and Security Power Systems Facility.

Specialized Capabilities for RTG Assembly
The Space and Security Power Systems Facility contains shielded gloveboxes,
hot cells and other capabilities for assembling the power source modules used
by RTGs . The power source modules use fuel pellets that are the size of a pencil
eraser . The pellets consist of a kernel of plutonium-238 surrounded by protective
layers of graphite and other metals . A set of solid-state thermocouples converts the
plutonium’s heat to electricity .

RTGs are assembled in a dedicated hot
cell at the Space and Security Power
Systems Facility.
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An INL team is developing
fission power technology
to produce power in any
environment, including
unmanned bases on the
Earth’s moon, on Mars or
other planets.

Specialized Capabilities for RTG Testing
The Space and Security Power Systems Facility provides a full array of testing
capabilities to make sure RTGs are assembled as designed and will continue
operating in even the harshest conditions . RTGs undergo vibration, thermal and
vacuum testing that replicates space and terrestrial conditions, including conditions
during lift-off and transport .
RTGs undergo a battery of tests before they are delivered to NASA or other clients.
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Committed to partnerships, leadership
and communicating progress

INL Laboratory Director
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More Information
Committed to partnerships, leadership
and communicating progress

INL annually hosts multidisciplinary teams of more
than a hundred scientists
and engineers through the
Advanced Test Reactor
National Scientific User
Facility.

Partnerships and Programs
INL is involved in or leading partnerships—with other DOE laboratories,
universities and industries—and nationwide programs, including the:
`` Light`Water`
Reactor`
Sustainability`
Program—
partnering in a
national effort to
determine how
to operate our current reactor fleet
reliably, safely and effectively beyond
60 years
`` Fuel`Cycle`
Research`&`
Development`
Program—
leading the
research,
development
and demonstration for nuclear fuel
recycling and waste management
`` Advanced`Test`
Reactor`National`
Scientific`User`
Facility—
providing
university-led
scientific research
groups free access to irradiation, post-

irradiation examination and other
capabilities at INL and its partner
facilities
`` Institute`for`
Nuclear`Energy`
Science`and`
Technology—
working together
with the
Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, North
Carolina State University, Oregon
State University, Ohio State
University and University of New
Mexico to define a long-term nuclear
energy research, development and
demonstration strategy
`` Nuclear`Energy`
University`
Programs—
providing
United States
universities with
nuclear energyrelated infrastructure grants, research
projects, scholarships and fellowships .
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Stay up-to-date
with our research,
capabilities,
activities
and community.

Load our app* to explore INL’s nuclear
research capabilities.

nuclearapp.inl.gov

*optimized for online mobile viewing
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Watch for upcoming native apps for
popular mobile devices.

INL is operated for the United
States Department of Energy by
Battelle Energy Alliance, LLC.

